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Chilean President Eduardo Frei has made major changes to his Cabinet, replacing five ministers.
The changes, the most extensive in Frei's four years in office, were aimed at putting together a team
that would carry the administration through the remainder of Frei's term. Despite the shakeup,
Frei has kept the same balance of power between the various parties in his Concertacion para la
Democracia coalition. He said he will maintain the same economic and social priorities in the 20
months before he leaves office on March 11, 2000.
In the new lineup, Raul Troncoso moves from defense to interior minister, replacing Carlos
Figueroa; Jose Florencio Guzman, former superintendent of banks, is the new defense minister;
and John Biehl, until now ambassador to the US, becomes secretary general of the presidency. All
are members of Frei's Partido Democrata Cristiano (PDC). Jaime Toha replaces Ricardo Lagos as
secretary of public works, and Jorge Arrate moves from minister of labor to secretary general of
government.
Both Toha and Arrate are members of the Partido Socialista. Jorge Leiva replaces Alvaro Garcia as
economy minister, and German Molina takes over as minister of labor. Both are with the Partido
por la Democracia. Undersecretary of government Claudio Huepe said the administration has three
clear goals for the remainder of its term: strengthen the economy, further stabilize democracy, and
fulfill the social agenda.

Effort to end Cabinet wrangling
Most of the changes were made either to overcome friction within the Cabinet regarding economic
and social policies or in anticipation of the looming electoral calendar. The departure of Carlos
Figueroa, one of those who convinced Frei to enter politics ten years ago, was seen as an attempt to
end the wrangling that has been hampering the Cabinet. Frei was also said to have been frustrated
with his economic advisors because of the confusion and lack of clear explanations regarding the
almost US$215 million budget cuts made in response to the Asian financial crisis.
The administration received strong criticisms in July for applying the same percentage of budget
cuts to health, housing, and education as to other sectors. The biggest complaints came from the
health sector, which lost about US$20 million. Departure of Lagos sets stage for presidential race
Alvaro Garcia set off the Cabinet shuffle when he announced his resignation on July 31. Although
it is assumed that Garcia resigned to be able to run the presidential campaign for Ricardo Lagos,
Garcia would only say that he planned to support the Concertacion's political efforts. "I believe that
we have an excellent opportunity to elect the next president of the republic, and I want to devote my
time to that," said Garcia.
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The resignation of Lagos, who leads all the voter- preference polls among possible candidates in the
1999 election, had been expected for several months. In 1989, Lagos was defeated in the primaries
by Frei. Lagos has become one of the undisputed leaders of the Concertacion's progressive wing,
comprising the Partido Socialista and the PPD, and he has won support beyond party lines. But
he also conjures up memories of the Unidad Popular and the late president Salvador Allende
(1970-1973), who was killed during the 1973 military coup led by Gen. Augusto Pinochet. Aware that
this image is a problem, especially among the right and business sectors, Lagos has worked hard for
the past 15 years to develop a leadership that moves away from emphasis on the past repression. "I
am clear about the role I play in Chilean society," said Lagos. "At the right time I will be a candidate
for president, and I hope to lead Chile in the next century."
Nevertheless, winning the Concertacion nomination will not be easy. Lagos must first compete in
primaries against Andres Zaldivar, president of the Senate and choice of the PDC. The two will
probably face each other in primaries next March to determine the Concertacion candidate. Lagos
departure might help Zaldivar The Cabinet changes were interpreted by some as a response to
pressure from the PDC to remove Lagos because his high visibility as public works minister gives
him a decided advantage against Zaldivar.
Some analysts speculated that Frei decided to make the changes after a recent poll showed Lagos
with an almost insurmountable lead over Zaldivar. Zaldivar dismissed this theory, however, saying
that at no time did he consider that the job of public works minister gave Lagos a better chance to
win the Concertacion nomination. Lagos also challenged that interpretation. "I have dedicated 24
hours a day to being minister of education and minister of public works," he said, adding that he
had never used his position to campaign for the presidential nomination.
The departure of Lagos coincides with the official kickoff of the campaign of right-wing Partido
Renovacion Nacional (PRN) presidential candidate, former senator and businessman Sabastian
Pinera. Pinera's main competition on the right is the mayor of Las Condes, Joaquin Lavin, candidate
for the ultraconservative Union Democrata Independiente (UDI), who has run second in the
polls. [Sources: Reuters, 07/31/98; Associated Press, El Nuevo Herald (Miami), 08/01/98; Clarin
(Argentina), 08/01/98, 08/02/98; CNN, 07/31/98, 08/03/98; Inter Press Service, 08/03/98; Notimex,
Spanish news service EFE, 07/31/98, 08/01/98, 08/03/98, 08/04/98]
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